120,000 Afghans Seek Asylum in 44 Countries: UNHCR

Satellite-Based Map to be used to Preserve Cultural Heritage

Karbul - The U.S. Embassy in Afghanistan announced the launch of a new project with the National Institute of the University of Kabul and the Afghanistan Institute of Archaeology to help protect Afghanistan’s cultural heritage.

The project, formally launched on October 15, 2013 in a ceremony with Minister of Information and Culture Abdul Rahim Jandali and Director of the Afghan Institute of Archaeology, Abdul Qadir Varmak, will create a satellite-based map database of Afghanistan’s cultural heritage sites.
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US, KOSA to Bolster Support for Moderate Syrian Opposition

BIHAC - The United States and Kingdom of Saudi Arabia agreed to increase support to help moderate opposition while working to political resolution of the conflict.

2 Afghan Women Grab 2015’s N-Peace Awards

7 NOBEL PEACE PRIZE

National Dialogue Quartet

category, and Durri was recognized for her work in Women’s women and peace. 

Moph Praised Medical Team Involved in Kunduz War

KARUL - Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) appreciated doctors who have provided services during the war in northern Kunduz.

KARUL - Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) appreciated doctors who have provided services during the war in northern Kunduz.

Regional shaded relief map to be used to preserve cultural heritage.
In the Name of God, the Most Merciful, the Most Kind

Increasing Role of Russia and China in International Politics!

By Muhammad Rasool Shah

The increasing role of Russia and China in a number of international issues is a fact which cannot be ignored. This is despite a seemingly steady and consistent push, both political and economic, by the West to marginalize these two powers. It is a fact that Russia and China still face a number of challenges and obstacles to their aspirations, but at the same time, it is a given that all the key players in the world, in the Yasen war and peace-playing role of the world, are either friendly or their allies. The presence of these two countries in international politics is a fact that cannot be ignored.

In terms of their increasing influence in international politics, China has done particularly well. The Chinese are a great and great nation, and the Chinese have emerged as a major player in international politics. The Chinese are a great and great nation, and the Chinese have emerged as a major player in international politics.
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Erdogan Party Hits the Hastings Ahead of Turkey Vote

ISTANBUL - A week ahead of Turkey's second election in five months, President Erdogan's party is working intensively to retain its majority in Parliament, using a hard line on the Kurdish issue, with the government's opposition parties calling for a snap election.

President Erdogan's ruling Justice and Development Party (AKP) leader is said to be preparing a speech about the need for a constitutional amendment that would give the central government more powers over Kurdistan.

AKP

EU Mini-Summit Seeks Ways to Balance Balkans over Migrant Crisis

BRUSSELS - European Union leaders will on Sunday consider sending hundreds of more troops to patrol the borders with the western Balkans, as migrants continue to move on foot or by shipping off ships from Greece, in an effort to balance Germany's welcome with the bloc's concern about rising security.

The meeting in Brussels will bring together leaders from Kosovo, Croatia, Serbia, Bulgaria and Romania to discuss ways to manage the crisis.

Refugees that must still be agreed. "We commit to keeping our borders open," the Balkans said, "to avoid creating pressure."

The EU's frontier states drop their policy of ending an asylum process to other countries, and in a draft statement by

S. African Students Vote for Free Food

CAPE TOWN - South African students are calling for free education to help students who struggle for education to transform their lives,

The students have been protesting against the government's plan to introduce fees for tertiary education, but widespread protests have died down.

The government has promised to make tertiary education free, but students say they need more support.

The Education Department has called for a meeting with students to discuss their demands.

The South African National Student Congress (SANSC)

AU Call for Comprehensive Approach to Post-Ebola Recovery

ADDIS ABABA - The African Union (AU) has called for a comprehensive approach to the post-Ebola recovery effort to more effectively address the wider social, economic, financial and humanitarian consequences of the virus outbreak.

The AU and Security Council have discussed in its last meeting about the Ebola virus outbreak and have decided to support the countries affected.

The AMISOM mission in Somalia has continued to monitor the situation and has helped to address the needs of the affected population.

The AU has also called for international support for the post-Ebola recovery efforts and the need for a comprehensive approach to the post-Ebola recovery efforts.

The AU Council condemned the three most affected countries for their failure to eradicate the virus and the Ebola virus in the fight against the virus.

It emphasized that the concerned countries must follow up the WHO guidelines and to ensure effective surveillance mechanisms for monitoring the cross-border movement of people and animals in all the three most affected countries.

UK Gov't Under Pressure Over Welfare Cuts for Poor

LONDON - British Prime Minister David Cameron's government faces a major political test this week over plans to cut welfare payments for low-income households. The two countries are set to vote on a change to low-carbon fuel charges in the north of England, and in the south of England.

Cameron's government has proposed a 2% cut in fuel duty over the next five years, in line with the EU's targets for reducing fuel consumption.

The government has faced criticism for its plans, with the opposition Labour Party saying it is not doing enough to help low-income households.

The government has defended its plans, saying it is necessary to reduce the country's reliance on fossil fuels.

The opposition has pledged to scrap the cuts if they win power at the next election.
Afghanistan will not Close Door on Peace: Hashemi

KABUL - The Afghan government remained Sunday that it will not close the door on those who accept Afghanistan’s Constitution and join the peace process.

“We as a government cannot close the peace door, but peace has its own conditions,” President Ashraf Ghani’s deputy spokesman Sayed Zafar Hashemi said.

“We make peace with those Afghan [anti-government] groups that accept the Constitution,” he added.

These statements come after Pakistan’s Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif said during his trip to Washington that action against Taliban and talibs with the group can’t happen at the same time.

Sharif met with President Barack Obama last week and said in a joint statement that they would insist that all Taliban groups, including the Haqqani Network, “are unable to operate from the soil of Pakistan.”

Both sides also agreed to take action against Pakistanis-in-Taliban which allegedly carries out attacks against India.

In addition, Sharif said Friday that Pakistan was ready to help Afghanistan recover from the Talibs and Talib rebels. Minister of State for Defense, Mark Toner, reported. “More on Pk-09.”

27 Insurgents Killed as Clash Continues in Helmand Province

LASHKARGAH - Taliban-led militia and counter-military have got new impetus in Taliban’s former stronghold southern Helmand province as 27 militiamen have been killed and both sides have been fighting to gain more ground.

The ongoing conflict claimed 12 lives of Taliban fighters outside Helmand provincial capital Lashkargah as government aircraft targeted Taliban militias’ hideouts on Sunday. (More on Pk-07).

Taliban fighters also killed 20 Talibs rebels and arresting 10 others over the past four days miniaturized Khamis district and Talib fighters fled to tribesmen around the area, Afghan told reporters at a press conference.

During the operations led by First Vice-President Gen. Abdul Rashid Dostum, 10 security personnel have been killed and four others, including the governor of the neighboring Gharwal and Aqcha districts, have been injured. The government also said that 217 others were wounded.

They said that the government forces have been chasing Taliban militants in the neighboring Qargh and Aqcha districts.

A security personnel have been killed and four others, including the governor, said. He also added that the government forces have been chasing Taliban militants in the neighboring Gharwal and Aqcha districts.

A statement confirmed that clash in Ghazni and claimed that the insurgents besides miniaturized huge cassettes on the government forces have been destroyed two tank, a claim rebutted by governor Nazib (Nazib).

CHENGDU - A Chinese bio-technological company announced on Sunday it has developed the world’s first 3D blood vessel biomimetic which makes it possible to produce personalized functional organs.

Sichuan Rukon Co., Ltd. (More on Pk-08).

Russia Makes World’s 1st 3D Blood Vessel Bio-Printer

KARUL - A Russian National Security Council (ANSC) has thwarted all krum killed the insurgents, particularly Islamic States (IS) that aimed to perform attacks in the days of Asura, the martyrdom day of Imam Hussein, Kabul police chief said.

A war ceremony was held safely in Afghanistan this year with tight security measures.

Abdul Raham Bakti, Kabul police Chief on Saturday said, we took all path of Daulah and other enemies of Afghanistan’s peace and stability which aimed to perform. (More on Pk-08).
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